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Why join the Net Zero Carbon Buildings Commitment?

The Net Zero Carbon Buildings Commitment demonstrates proactive climate leadership to ensure 

the carbon emission reduction goals of the Paris Agreement are achieved through urgent and 

immediate action. It provides cities, subnational and national governments with the opportunity to 

future proof their operations and creates a unique platform for vocalised action.

Join a growing cohort of leaders who are:

• Setting ambitious ‘absolute’ targets to reduce emissions from the built environment

• Developing globally ambitious yet locally relevant, flexible and universally viable solutions 

for their assets and portfolio to both reduce energy demand and achieve net zero carbon 

operational emissions

• Implementing the policy and regulatory framework to support mainstream uptake of net zero

The power of the Commitment:

• Show leadership by setting 2030 targets, ahead of mainstream 2050 goals

• Facilitate genuine action to drastically cut the carbon emissions associated with the built 

environment

• Outline your own roadmap of policies and regulation to catalyse the transition to net zero within 

your city, subnational or national government

• Accelerate industry uptake by displaying leadership in pursuing net zero operational emissions 

for municipal buildings under your control

• Implement net zero aligned policies for your built environment that will result in health and 

social benefits for citizens

• Benefit from the vast experience of The Climate Group, C40 Cities, World Green Building Council, 

national Green Building Councils (GBCs) 

“The climate challenge is huge and Valladolid has demonstrated its 

ambition to improve citizens’ lives by improving our buildings. We 

are working on innovative energy efficiency projects in public and 

private buildings, retrofitting our buildings and using solar energy. 

Becoming the first city in Spain to sign the Net Zero Carbon Buildings 

Commitment is a great opportunity to demonstrate what must be 

done.” - Óscar Puente Santiago, Mayor of Valladolid - Net Zero 

Carbon Buildings Commitment signatory since 2019.

“Climate change is the most crucial challenge of our time and 

buildings are at the heart of the fight against it. The City of Helsinki 

is committed to taking very ambitious measures in its building stock 

to reduce heat consumption and increase the use of renewable 

energy. About 45 percent of Helsinki’s emission reduction potential 

is related to buildings, so for us it’s the natural place to take climate 

action.” - Jan Vapaavuori, Mayor of Helsinki - Net Zero Carbon 

Buildings Commitment signatory since 2019.
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What is the Net Zero Carbon Buildings Commitment?

To be considered for the city, subnational or national government stream, you (the entity) must meet 

the following definition:

A municipality which has regulatory or planning policy powers over a predefined geographical 

boundary, be it a city, subnational or national government.

There are two Commitment pathways available:

Policy Pathway (mandatory): Municipal / government buildings 
pathway (optional):

Why choose both? In order to maximise impact, and if it is within your direct control as a 

city, subnational or national government, it may be appropriate to follow both pathways. This 

demonstrates your commitment to decarbonise your own public buildings, and leverages influence 

over planning policy and regulations to drive decarbonisation of the whole building stock. This 

ultimately supports rapid decarbonisation and maximises benefit to public and private sectors.

What actions, policies and regulation are signatories implementing?

As a prospective signatory, you may want to find out more about what actions existing signatories 

are taking to promote the decarbonisation of their building stock as well as the policies and 

regulations they plan to introduce.

Read the Commitment Profiles our current city signatories here.

You can read about the planned actions to deliver on commitments from C40 Cities, with further 

research and examples available via the C40 Knowledge Hub and Clean Construction Policy 

Explorer.

Enact regulations and/or planning policy within 

jurisdictional control to ensure new buildings 

operate at net zero operational carbon by 2030 

and all buildings by 2050.

Commit to owning, occupying AND developing 

only assets that are net zero carbon in 

operation by 2030.

This pathway is for prospective signatories 

who are able to enact regulations and planning 

policy. This is a highly ambitious pathway that 

creates significant impact, and unequivocally 

generates momentum within the wider 

community, showing other governments and 

organisations the climate leadership being 

undertaken to secure our future on the planet.

For this pathway, the entity ‘portfolio’ refers to 

all buildings within the geographical boundary 

of the signatory over which it has regulatory or 

planning policy powers. 

This pathway is for prospective city, subnational 

and national government signatories, to focus 

on their own buildings over which they have 

operational or financial direct control, and 

ensure they operate at net zero operational 

carbon by 2030 (both new and existing).

For this pathway, the entity portfolio will include 

all assets under their direct control as per the 

owner, tenant and developer definitions in the 

Detailed Guidance document.
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actcommit

On sign-up Within two years Annually Annually Ongoing 

Advanced 
trajectory for all 

new AND existing 
buildings, within 

direct control of the 
entity to operate at 

net zero carbon 

Policy pathway

Enact regulations and/
or planning policy within 
jurisdictional control to 
ensure new buildings 
operate at net zero 
operational carbon by 
2030 and all buildings by 
2050

Municipal/ government 

buildings pathway

Commit to owning, 
occupying AND 
developing only assets 
that are net zero carbon 
in operation by 2030

Develop and 
implement a 

decarbonisation 
roadmap outlining 

key actions and 
milestones

Measure, disclose 
and assess annual 
asset and portfolio 
energy demand and 
carbon emissions

Demonstrate 
enhanced energy 

performance, 
reduced carbon 

emissions & 
progress towards 
net zero carbon 

assets and portfolio

Demonstrate 
leadership to 
support the 

transition towards 
net zero carbon 

buildings

Develop, 
maintain and 

update an 
implementation 
plan for policies 
and regulations 
demonstrating a 
decarbonisation 

roadmap 
trajectory for all 

new AND existing 
buildings

Develop, 
maintain and 

update an 
implementation 

plan 
demonstrating a 
decarbonisation 

roadmap 
trajectory for all 

new AND existing 
buildings within 

portfolio
Develop and 
implement 
a carbon 

emissions 
reduction 

strategy that 
includes 

energy demand 
reduction 

targets, building 
measures to 
decarbonise 

grids, and 
renewable energy 

procurement at 
both the asset 
and portfolio 

level

Measure 
and publicly 

disclose energy 
consumption 

plus scope 1 & 
2 operational 

carbon 
emissions 

from portfolio 
and identify 

opportunities to 
reduce carbon 

emissions while 
improving energy 

productivity

Report progress 
of regulations 

and policy 
implementation

Disclose 
buildings sector 
greenhouse gas 

inventory and 
progress against 
decarbonisation 

targets 
using market 

mechanisms and 
internationally 

recognised 
reporting 
protocols

Annually 
disclose energy 

consumption and 
carbon emissions 
data using market 

mechanisms 
at asset and 

portfolio level
Develop a 

verification 
roadmap and 

establish 
milestones to 

achieve full third-
party verification 

(including 
certification and 
assurance) of all 
assets and the 

portfolio by 2030

Develop a suite 
of supporting 

non-regulatory 
incentives and 
programmes 
to help non-

public sector 
achieve their 
commitment

Disclose 
estimated 

buildings sector 
greenhouse gas 

inventory

verifydisclose advocate

Cities, subnational 
and national 
governments
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Joining process for prospective signatories:

The following steps illustrate the process that a prospective city, subnational and national government 

signatory who wishes to join the Net Zero Carbon Buildings Commitment should follow. Support from 

your national GBC and WorldGBC is available along the way.

Recruitment Process:

       Express interest

Contact your national GBC or WorldGBC and express your interest in becoming a signatory to the Commitment. We will then begin 
the onboarding process and share the Commitment ‘Information Pack’ that contains:

1. NZCB Commitment Overview Document - high-level explanation of the Commitment. 

2. Detailed Guidance - further information and guidance on all the requirements of the Commitment.

3. Strategic Gap Analysis - optional form that can be filled out to see how you align with the requirements of the Commitment 
and what additional strategies may be needed to be put in place. 

4. Joining Form - to join the Commitment and become a signatory!

C40 Cities: If you are a member of the C40 Cities network, please find information on the Net Zero Carbon Buildings Declaration 
and how to join here.

 1

       Determine eligibility and alignment

As a prospective signatory, you should review the suite of documents contained within the Commitment ‘Information Pack’ to 
understand the requirements. The Strategic Gap Analysis will help you understand your current position and what additional 
actions or policies would be needed to align with the requirements of the Commitment. Please see our list of Commitment Profiles 
to see existing examples.

 2

       Initial review

A meeting will be arranged with the national GBC and/or WorldGBC to discuss eligibility and alignment. We will answer any questions 
you may have about the Commitment, its requirements and current alignment. If a draft Joining Form has been filled out, this can be 
discussed also. 

 3

      Submit joining form & join the Commitment

As a prospective signatory, you should then submit a completed Joining Form to your national GBC and / or WorldGBC. This will be 
reviewed and assessed, and we will work with you to refine the included content to ensure alignment.

 4

      Develop marketing & communications material

We will work with you to develop the associated marketing and communications materials including your Signatory Profile (see 
example on pg.6), social media content and other promotional materials.

 5

       Announce

WorldGBC and the relevant national GBC will liaise with you to coordinate the annoucment of becoming a Commitment signatory. 
This will include a communications plan and press release which often includes other new signatories for maximum impact and 
exposure.

 6

       Next steps

WorldGBC and the relevant national GBC will continue to liase with you to explore more ways in which to create additional content 
to promote your leadership, participate in future campaigns and assist with advocacy initiatives.

 7
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 5

 1

 2

 3
 4

Example Signatory profile for cities, subnational and national governments:

   

1.   Signatory name and pathways they have signed up to

2.   Further information section with links to important documents for more detail on polices or actions

3.   High-resolution photo depicting the signatory

4.   List of actions and policies, under each pathway, the signatory is planning to enact or that are already 

in place to meet the requirements of the Commitment

5.   Data from signatory including population data from latest census and climate from Koppen Geiger 

classification
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Join Us!

If you are interested in joining the Net Zero Carbon Buildings Commitment and becoming a signatory 

then please contact:

WorldGBC:

Matthew Black - Project Coordinator, Advancing Net Zero - mblack@worldgbc.org

Miles Rowland - Communications and PR Coordinator, Build Upon2 - mrowland@worldgbc.org

National GBC:

Contact your national GBC via our GBC member directory here.

C40 Cities:

If you are a member of the C40 Cities Network, please find contact details and further information 

here.

Find out more about other WorldGBC projects including:

 • Build Upon2

 • #BuildingLife

 • Buildings Efficiency Accelerator

 • Cities Climate Action Project


